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Alert#:   USF15OFF000093 
 
Date of Alert:   January 19, 2015  
 
Offense:   Grand Theft Auto  
 
Synopsis: On January 19, 2015 the victim along with this girlfriend drove his 
white 1988 Chevy Caprice (Florida Tag AHYJ06) from Arcadia Florida to the USF 
SunDome to attend the “Rich Gang Tour” concert.  He parked his vehicle in 
parking lot #6 at around 7:45PM.  When he returned to his vehicle around 
12:30AM after the concert, he noticed his vehicle missing. A parking attendant 
and witness to the auto theft advise that he observed the victim park his auto and 
walk into the SunDome that night.  According to the witness, around 9:00PM that 
night and during the concert he observed a B/M around 6’00 tall 170 lbs. bald 
wearing a blue t-shirt and dark shorts enter the auto, pull on the door and then 
enter the vehicle and drove away.  According to the victim he had an alarm on 
the vehicle, however no alarm was heard. Victim advised that he keeps extra 
keys under the front seat in the vehicle.  Victim had his vehicle painted recently 
at Morado’s Shop located at 5803 15th Street East in Bradenton Florida and paid 
$3,900.00 for the paint job.  FDLE ran a TAR report and no hit came back on the 
any law enforcement running said tag after the theft.  Victim only had collision 
insurance on the vehicle only.  Victim valued his vehicle at $40,000.00.  Below 
are actual photos on the vehicle.  
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Please contact the Detective Frank Adams with the USFPD Criminal 
Investigation Bureau at 813.974.2628 if you have any information concerning this 
auto theft.  
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